
 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - CONSULTANTS’ 
OBSERVATIONS 

Lake Description 
  Kushog Lake is part of the Gull River Watershed, which drains into the Kawartha Lakes and 

is a component of the larger Trent River basin. These lakes are managed as headwater 
reservoir lakes for the Trent-Severn Waterways (TSW), and are therefore subjected to water 
level fluctuations.  

  The major inlet to Kushog Lake is through the channel from St. Nora Lake at the Sherborne 
Dam. Kabakwa (Peach) Lake is a spring-fed lake that flows southwest into Kushog Lake 
about one mile south of Ox Narrows. The only outlet is the Buckslide River (Buckslide Dam) 
to Boshkung Lake that connects with the Gull River at Minden Lake downstream. 

Water Levels 
  Dams on Kushog Lake are owned and operated to maintain water levels for navigational 

waters and habitats downstream by the Trent Severn Waterway.  

  Fisheries stocking, increased boating and fishing pressures, water level manipulation, 
climate change, and on-going shoreline and infrastructure development have caused 
changes to the physical landscape as well as impacted the environmental health of the 
watershed. 

  Kushog Lake has a number of rock shoals and other submerged item (tree stumps, old 
refrigerators), which become navigational hazards depending on the water level. None are 
officially marked with buoys, although lake residents have marked a few with a variety of 
objects such as plastic bottles and boat bumpers. 

  The artificial manipulation of lake water levels, to meet human needs, can negatively affect 
the function of the littoral zone (near shore), shoreline habitat, aquatic species migration, and 
the magnitude of normal annual flushing of the lake.  

  Before the dams were constructed, normal water levels were 6 to 14 feet lower than they are 
today. In April 2008 Kushog Lake reached a level of 3.404 metres (over 11 feet), which was 
110.3% capacity – the lake overflowed by over a foot! 

  In 1958, the TSW adopted an “equal percentage drawdown” policy, considered the fairest 
way to distribute the burden among headwater lakes. Under this formula, each lake is drawn 
down roughly the same percentage at any given time. However, because storage capacity of 
the lakes ranges from a foot or two to more than 13 ft. (Kushog Lake has a storage capacity 
of over 10 ft), lake levels vary a great deal.  

  Coalition for Equitable Water Flow (CEWF) was established in the summer of 2006 as a 
Presidents’ Council of Lake Associations within the Haliburton Sector of the TSW, also 
known as the Trent River Watershed, to advocate for fairer distribution of water.  

  The Panel on the Future of the Trent-Severn Waterway was formed in 2006 to evaluate the 
future of the historic TSW. In the spring of 2008 this federally appointed panel released an 
outstanding report that took pains to balance competing interests while proposing significant 
improvements to watershed management. One of the major recommendations of the panel 
was the immediate creation of an Independent Water Management Agency (IWMA) with 
adequate funding. 

  In February 2009, The Honourable Jim Prentice announced that the Government of Canada 
would invest $20 million in addition to the $63 million announced the previous year year to 



carry out a wide variety of works including upgrades to water management structures, bridge 
repairs and concrete works on the TSW.  

Access and Ownership 
  Public access ramps are located at the southern end of the lake beside Buckslide Dam and 

at the end of Walker Line. 
  Eighty percent of the shoreline of Kushog Lake is privately owned.  

  There are no provincial parks, First Nations Reserves or Land Trusts within the Kushog Lake 
watershed. 

  The Dawson Creek and Plastic Lake Conservation Reserve is within the watershed. 

  Nine areas are designated as Environmental Protection (EP) zones by the Township of 
Algonquin Highlands. 

  The original shoreline road allowance has been granted to the Township of Algonquin 
Highlands which has By-laws that permit the sale of these lands to the adjoining property 
owners. 

Historical Development 
  In 1653 a map was created from the information given by Champlain that marks the 

Haliburton area as an excellent area for hunting stag. In 1836, David Thompson, one of the 
greatest British surveyors, travelled the areas of Sherborne and McClintock where his party 
caught many speckled trout and admired the stands of hardwood. 

  Kushog Lake was called Kah-shan-can-wig-e-mog on the survey of 1864. This is Ojibwa 
meaning “that which doesn’t run straight, with a lot of narrows where you can see through or 
beyond.” Probably Kushog is a corruption or slang version of the longer name.  

  The north basin (north of Ox Narrows) was considered a separate lake known as Kashagawi 
Lake, until the 1940s. 

  The Mississauga cleared land for agriculture at Boshkung Narrows before 1851 – an Indian 
camp at Matabanick Inn on Boshkung Lake has produced many relics. There are native 
graves on the Howard Walker farm (which was originally pioneered by Joseph Pritchard) 
near Boshkung. 

  Lumbering powered its way through Haliburton mainly from 1860 to the early 1900s and 
supported many mills and workers until the last log run on the Gull River in 1921. 

  In the 1850s when the government recognized the need to settle land north of settlements 
like York and Montreal, ‘colonization roads’ were constructed to give settlers easier access to 
more northerly places such as Haliburton County.  

  A government grant was given in 1856 for a new north-south road that eventually ran from 
Bobcaygeon to the Oxtongue River north of Dorset by way of Kinmount and Minden to 
encourage the spread of settlement. Highway 35 was a Depression-era make-work project 
begun in 1931; the route was deliberately laid out to follow the lakes in order to stimulate 
tourism.  

  The first record of waterfront property ownership on Kushog Lake indicates that it was 
located in the very south basin – 78 acres on Lot 4 Concession 1.  

  The first settler at the north end of Kushog Lake was W. W. Prentice, a farmer, who built 
Camp Prentuskoka (now Pine Springs) in the 1920s.  



  Kushog Lake was an integral part of the canoe routes travelled by campers and cottagers 
alike. Several camps and lodges were built on the lake in the 1940s but the only one of these 
camps still operating (2011) is Camp Kandalore on Kabakwa (Peach) Lake. 

  Regattas or picnics have provided social opportunities on the lake for almost 60 years. 

Social Elements 
Recreational Boating: 
  Personal Watercraft (PWC) and Motorboat Traffic were ranked as having had significant 

(69%) or moderate (65%) impact on the enjoyment of private property use, whereas, Family 
and Friends made the top of the list.  

  Boating is an essential component of living on Kushog Lake; however, there are limited 
docking and parking facilities for water-access boats.  

  The number of non-motorized watercraft per property increased dramatically during the ten 
years from 1986 to 1996. The respondents to the Lake Plan Questionnaire 2005 reported 
that they had 1.66 non-motorized watercrafts per household. 

  Over the years, the most popular water-sport has shifted from waterskiing (and surfboarding) 
to tubing.  

  Sailing is not a popular water sport on Kushog Lake due to the shape of the lake that 
produces inconsistent wind patterns. 

  There has been an increase in motorized watercraft from 1996 to 2006. The respondents to 
the Lake Plan Questionnaire 2005 reported that they had 1.25 motorized boats and PWCs 
per household. In the 1996 survey there were 10 PWCs reported – by 2006 the number 
reported was 16, and 54 were observed in 2008. Also jet-powered boats are becoming more 
popular; this shift may be due to diminishing use of ‘tin boats’. 

  A physical count of motorized watercraft on the lake was accomplished during summer 2008, 
including type of craft and engine; 309 out of 540 properties, accounting for 57% of 
properties on Kushog Lake had visible motorized watercrafts. 

  Newer boats are typically Inboard/Outboard (I/O) bowriders that are less expensive to 
purchase than outboards, especially 4-stroke outboards. The popularity of pontoon boats, 
with 4-stroke engines, has also increased. 

  At this time there are no navigation aids on Kushog Lake except bottle markers put out by 
individuals to mark underwater hazards (usually rocks). 

Snowmobiling: 
  Between 1986 and 2008 snowmobile use has increased on the lake due to the presence of 

groomed trails, plowed roads, winterized cottages, and sophisticated technology.   
  Kushog Lake (North Basin) from Ox Narrows north hosts an official, staked trail to Trail 16 at 

Anson Lake Road and to the channel into St. Nora Lake. The west side of the South Basin of 
Kushog Lake is heavily travelled by snowmobiles throughout the winter months. 

ATVing: 
  The only official ATV trail with a trail head on Kushog Lake is the Pine Springs Road trail 

which runs west from Hwy #35 to Hwy #118 at the Black River Road. This is a Crown Land 
forest access road with many trails leading off the main artery. The beginning municipal 
section, leading from Hwy #35, is open by by-law under Highway Traffic Act 316 and is also 
used as a snowmobile trail in winter. 



Canoeing: 
  The canoe routes within the Kushog Lake watershed are historic native canoe routes which 

served as important access routes to hunting and fishing grounds until the mid-1800s. 

  The canoe routes of the Frost Centre Area, (e.g., St. Nora-Kabakwa-Big Hawk-Sherborne 
Loop), previously developed and maintained by the MNR are now managed by the Township 
of Algonquin Highlands, though the Haliburton Highlands Water Trails (HHWT), in 
partnership with the MNR and the Township of Lake of Bays. 

Ice Climbing: 
  Kushog Lake has long been a popular destination for beginner climbers looking for a quick 

access area to develop their ice climbing skills. Ice flows are located on the east side of 
Kushog Lake north of Ox Narrows. 

Cross-county Skiing: 
  Groomed cross-country ski trails are located at the Frost Centre on St. Nora Lake, and 

walking trails are scattered throughout the area. 

Values: 
  The top four values, listed as ‘very important’ for the personal enjoyment of Kushog Lake 

residents are: Water Quality, Family & Friends, Swimming, and Peace and Tranquility.  

  When asked what contributes the most to the quality of life on Kushog Lake in the Members’ 
Attractions & Concerns 2008 survey, the respondents said:  
  Peace and quiet, clean water, and natural landscape are ranked at the top of the 

Attractions and Concerns list. Natural beauty, scenery, wildlife, and forests are also 
mentioned frequently. 

  The main source of visual impact in the shoreline and tree line/horizon areas is the 
construction of buildings, transmission lines and communications towers and the removal 
of vegetation. 

  Night skies were either ranked as very important or important in adding to the personal 
enjoyment of Kushog Lake during the Lake Plan Questionnaire 2005, but only 10% 
considered Outdoor Light Pollution to have significant negative impact on their enjoyment 
of their property. This is not yet a significant problem on Kushog Lake. 

Water Quality 
  According to the previous coordinator of the Lake Partner Program, Bev Clark, the water 

quality is consistent and excellent in Kushog Lake. 
  Kushog is an oligotrophic lake bordering on mesotrophic water quality tendencies in 

particular as testing moves from north to south. which means that it is an ecologically young 
lake with low nutrient concentrations and deep transparent waters, based on the measured 
parameters below: 
  The average Secchi depth reading for Kushog Lake during 1992 to 2004 was 4.67 m and 

within the last few years (2005 to 2007) it was 5.03 m, which indicates an oligotrophic 
lake. 

  The PWQO for TP <10 µg/L indicates oligotrophic conditions – unenriched. The mean 
total phosphorus concentration for Kushog Lake during 1994 to 2001 was 6.37 µg/L and 
during 2002 to 2007 was 5.51 µg/L, indicating excellent concentration conditions in 
regards to nutrient pollution and algal blooms. 

  The PWQO for oxygen indicates that oxygen concentrations should not go below 6 mg/L 
at water temperatures of 10° C or colder. Dissolved oxygen levels fluctuating between 5 



to 10 mg/L during summer 2002 and 2003, indicate moderate (good) to excellent 
concentration conditions. More recent data has not been collected. Current 
concentrations have not been tested. 

  Dissolved organic carbon concentrations in Kushog Lake averaged 3.5 mg/L (2002-
2003), which is bordering moderately oligotrophic. Current concentrations have not been 
tested. 

  The Provincial Water Quality Objectives (PWQO) indicate that water should be maintained 
between a pH of 6.5 and 8.5 in order to protect aquatic life. Kushog Lake has a pH average 
of 6.73 (2002-2003), which is excellent; however current concentrations have not been 
tested. 

  Lakes with less than 10 mg/L may be susceptible to acidification. Kushog Lake has an 
alkalinity average of 6.47 (2002-2003), which indicates a sensitivity to acidification. Current 
concentrations have not been tested. 

  A watershed in lowland catchments with conductivity levels at <100 µS/cm is excellent. 
Kushog Lake has a conductivity/total dissolved solids concentration of 42.5 (2002-2003), 
which is excellent. Current concentrations have not been tested. 

  Concentration levels of the various forms of nitrogen in Kushog Lake are below the PWQO 
thresholds indicating no negative impacts and overall good conditions. Current 
concentrations have not been tested. 

  Septic Systems were inspected on Kushog Lake during 1989 and 2005 by summer student 
staff and MOE Environmental Technicians/Abatement Officer. In 1989, 544 private sewage 
disposal systems were inspected, 165 of these systems were classified as seriously 
substandard. By December 1989, 31 malfunctioning systems were corrected and 64 owners 
signed agreements to upgrade their systems during the 1990 construction season. In 2005, 
580 systems were inspected, 112 required follow-up inspections, which determined 15 
properties with problems. The owners agreed to comply; work is in progress for 6 and the 
remaining 9 had yet to be contacted as of February 2007. 

Shorelands, Forested Uplands, and Wetlands 
  The littoral zone in Kushog Lake has unfortunately been subjected to too many disturbances 

over the past 50 years, including shoreline development, dam construction, artificial water 
levels, increased recreational activities, vegetation removal, acid precipitation, and increased 
sediment runoff.  

  One of the major contributors to the loss of natural littoral shoreline is construction of 
boathouses and docks, and the removal of substrate for swimming and boating around these 
areas. In the lake survey we noted 42 boathouses (8% of developed properties) which are 
very close to the littoral zone. We also noted that boathouses and docks were the most 
prevalent shoreline structures.  

  The typical vegetation of the riparian zone of Kushog Lake shoreline includes a mixed forest 
of deciduous and coniferous trees and shrub species such as eastern hemlock, eastern 
cedar, white birch, poplar, speckled alder, sweet gale and other species tolerant to shade 
and/or wet soil conditions. 

  Kushog Lake is located within the Haliburton Highlands portion of the Great Lakes - St. 
Lawrence Forest Region of Ontario. The vast majority of this area is forested (mature stands) 
and non-agricultural mainly because of the rock outcrop and associated shallow soils, rough 
topography, stones and wetlands.  



  The forested shoreland areas are dominated by tolerant hardwood, containing a number of 
boreal influences. These tree species include: red maple, eastern hemlock, balsam, poplar, 
black and white spruce, yellow birch, large-toothed aspen, red oak, beech and speckled 
alder.  

  In flat areas where soil has developed, forest is largely deciduous, dominated by maples, 
elms, ashes, and cherry (cherry is especially common in recently regenerated areas). The 
deciduous forest is mixed with hemlock, cedar, fir and spruce. Rocky areas with poor soil are 
dominated by white pine, cedar and hemlock. There are many areas like this where shoreline 
is steep on the north side of lake, especially on St. Nora where there is reindeer moss 
(lichen) on the granite under the hemlocks, cedars and pines. There are also some areas of 
almost pure spruce forest, e.g., Hindon Lake area.  

  The area was logged extensively for Eastern White Pine in the late 1800s and extensive 
lakeshore development commenced in the Haliburton region in the late 1940s. Of the 
remaining forested landscape in the County of Haliburton, approximately 16% (57,000 ha) is 
classified as old growth forest.  

  Kushog Lake is comprised of a number of Environmental Protection Zones, which are 
predominantly found along the shores of the lake and the mouths of its inflowing streams and 
out-flowing river. These wetlands vary in size, in species composition, and in their ecological 
significance and characteristics. 

  The Pine Springs Wetland Complex is a provincially significant wetland, and is the only 
wetland evaluated in the watershed. It is located west of Kushog Lake north basin, and south 
of Margaret Lake; water flows from this wetland into Little Girl Bay in Kushog Lake via 
Margaret Creek/Pine Springs Creek. This wetland comprises marsh, swamp and fen 
community types. 

  Several lacustrine based wetlands are found on the lake, which were identified during the 
2006 boat tour; these wetlands, however, have not been formally inventoried. 

  Floodplains, which may include wetlands, are low-lying areas of land surrounding a 
waterbody, which capture and hold the overflow of water during spring freshet (rise in water 
levels during snowmelt) or other flooding events. The Municipality of Algonquin Highlands’ 
Official Plan includes policy that prohibits development and the removal and placing of fill in 
these areas.  

  There are no Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSI) within the Kushog Lake 
watershed.  

Streams 
  There are 18 streams flowing into Kushog Lake and 6 streams flowing into St. Nora Lake, 

with the major inlet being the stream from Sherborne Lake into St. Nora Lake behind St. 
Margaret (Comak) Island on the north end of that lake. The flow of water from Sherborne 
Lake is controlled by the Sherborne Dam at the west end of Sherborne Lake. 

  There is a narrow channel (which becomes almost unnavigable when the water level goes 
down) at the south end of St. Nora Lake where it meets Kushog Lake. The flow continues out 
Kushog Lake at Buckslide controlled by the Buckslide Dam down the Boshkung River into 
Boshkung Lake. 

Natural Areas  
  There are two Conservation Reserves (CR) in close proximity to the Kushog Lake watershed 

which share similar bio-geophysical features: C69 – the Dawson Ponds and Plastic Lake CR 
and C368 the Clear Lake. 



Fish Community 
  The fish community in Kushog Lake is a mix of species with cold to warm water affinities, 

including lake trout, brook trout, burbot, walleye, northern pike, largemouth and smallmouth 
bass, rainbow smelt, rock bass, yellow perch, pumpkinseed, brown bullhead and a variety of 
minnow species.  

  Kushog Lake was stocked beginning in the 1920s with lake trout and smallmouth bass and 
as early as the late 1800s with lake trout fry, and in the 1950s with brook trout. Rainbow 
smelt, rock bass and rainbow trout were “accidentally” introduced to the lake in the 1960s. 
Ministry of the Environment data suggest that lake whitefish, lake herring (cisco) and 
muskellunge are also present in the fish community. 

  The major change in the last 50 years has been the introduction of northern pike into Kushog 
Lake likely when a beaver dam broke. Historically, northern pike have not been found in the 
Haliburton Highlands and the Kawartha Lakes of central Ontario.  

  Kushog Lake is currently managed as a naturally-reproducing lake trout lake. 
  In a post-stocking assessment conducted in 1987 stocked lake trout represented 35% of the 

catch; however, volunteer creel results from 1986 to 1996 showed that 65% of the lake trout 
caught were wild. This suggested that natural reproduction was occurring though at an 
undetermined level. Natural reproduction appeared to originate primarily from the north 
basin. 

  Deep-water lake trout habitats are excellent in North Kushog Lake, including the Ox Narrows, 
but are limited in the South basin. 

  At the Ox Narrows most lake trout spawning activity was found to occur at water depths of 
less than 1 m. SCUBA divers found that the spawning bed consisted of only a thin rock layer 
with many large boulders, providing eggs with little protection. It was therefore decided to 
construct an artificial bed in 1977 on this site to improve the substrate quality, and to extend 
the bed into deeper water, with the aim of reducing predation and minimizing the effects of 
winter drawdowns. This spawning bed was further enhanced in 1984. 

  In 1978, another artificial spawning shoal was created in the south basin; however, 
subsequent MNR notes indicated that the bed was too shallow (2-4’ deep) and had become 
contaminated with silt, making it sub-optimal habitat. 

  From as early as 1952, local MNR personnel had voiced concern over the effects of fall and 
winter drawdown on lake trout reproduction. Now Kushog Lake winter water levels are 
scheduled to be lowered by mid-September prior to lake trout spawning to prevent eggs from 
being exposed. 

  Kushog Lake, unlike some other lakes in the area (e.g., Halls Lake) does not contain the 
Haliburton Gold sub-species of lake trout.  

  During October 2008, the ‘Fish Hunters’ (three Kushog Lakers) visited Ox Narrows daily in 
an attempt to observe lake trout spawning. Despite reports from bridge workers and others 
that lake trout were spotted on all four sides of the bridge during the day, the team only 
documented a few fish early in October. 

  Kushog Lake is under a consumption advisory for lake trout, northern pike, smallmouth bass 
and white sucker. 

Wildlife 
  One hydro corridor crosses Kushog Lake at Ox Narrows. These openings negatively impact 

some species while providing benefits to others. Roads and trails (ATV) provide a similar 



function, but may also increase human contact and road mortality of a variety of species, in 
particular reptiles. 

  The Hindon deer yard is approximately 28,213 ha, traditionally used by both deer and moose 
as wintering grounds, is located to the east side of Kushog Lake, South Basin. This deer yard 
provides suitable conifer cover and food necessary for survival over winter. The deer reliance 
on this area over winter has been minimized because people along the Highway 35 corridor 
continue to feed them during the winter months. 

  Within the Kushog Lake watershed there are two moose feeding areas just east of the north 
basin of Kushog Lake. Moose use the mixed vegetation (willow, birch, cherry, balsam fir) 
from these areas for browse and forage, as well as protection. The most recent aerial survey 
in 2005 estimated the moose population at 383 with 30% bulls, 50% cows and 20% calves in 
Wildlife Management Unit (WMU) 54 that covers an area of 1,730 km2. 

  There are 170 species of birds found in the Haliburton area, 74 of which have been observed 
in the Kushog Lake area, including several raptor species – these birds and their nesting 
habitats are protected under the Migratory Act. 

  In order for Kushog Lake to attract and retain a diverse and healthy community of migratory 
water birds, shoreline residents must help maintain a healthy aquatic ecosystem, with a 
significant supply of healthy aquatic vegetation, along the shoreline and within the littoral 
zone, and protect its wetlands. Marsh and swamp habitat in particular are favoured by 
waterfowl, and beaver activity helps to sustain these types of ecosystems.  

  Typically, only a few (one to two) Common Loon breeding pairs will inhabit a lake at one 
time. On Kushog Lake, there are records of nests on the small island in the south bay of the 
lake and on the little island north of Constance Island in the north basin.   

  The Great Blue Heron has been observed during its breeding season in suitable breeding 
habitat in the Kushog Lake watershed. There is one known Great Blue heronry on a “beaver 
pond” (wetland lake), east of Kushog Lake. 

Invasive Species 
  Conflicts between people and Canada Geese arise when landowners are unable to deter the 

birds from taking up residence each spring. Once geese have nested successfully, they tend 
to return to the area in future years in growing numbers. 

  No lakes in the Kushog Lake watershed were included in OFAH Invading Species Watch in 
2007-2008, which monitored 193 lakes or waterways in Ontario. No Zebra Mussels have 
been observed in the Haliburton lakes that were sampled; however, the Spiny Water Flea 
was found in Mountain Lake in 2007 and Big Hawk Lake in 2004.  

Species At Risk 
  Potential suitable habitat for the majority of the Species at Risk in the County of Haliburton 

appeared to be consistently located in the southern and western portions of the County. The 
Five-lined Skink (Ontario’s only lizard), the Eastern Hog-nosed Snake, and the Snapping 
Turtle are found within the Kushog Lake watershed. Three other turtle species, Blanding’s, 
Wood and Spotted, have been verified in Haliburton County. Blanding’s Turtle deaths have 
been documented on Hwy #118 near Kushog Lake Road and around the corner of Hwy 35 
and Buckslide Road. 



Geology, Narrow Waterbodies & Steep Slopes, and Climate 
  Kushog Lake is located in Georgian Bay Eco-region 5E which is part of the Ontario Shield 

Eco-zone. Kushog Lake straddles three eco-districts: Huntsville 5E-8, Algonquin Park 5E-9, 
and Bancroft 5E-11. 

  The Kushog Lake watershed is of a rough relief, composed primarily of undifferentiated 
acidic igneous and metamorphic rock (e.g., granite, quartz, gneiss), which is exposed at the 
surface or covered by a discontinuous, thin layer of drift. These rocks are hard and generally 
resistant to weathering. The lack of limestone in this area provides minimal natural buffering 
for the affects of acid rain.  

  Kushog Lake is situated on the Canadian Shield, which is dominated by hard crystalline, 
igneous and metamorphic rocks (Precambrian granite) with very shallow soils. Tills and soils 
are generally shallow and acidic due to historically dense coniferous vegetation, but locally 
thicker clay, sand and gravel deposits occur where deciduous vegetation flourishes.  

  The landscape is typically complex with rolling rocky ridges interspersed with troughs and 
hollows - landmarks left behind by the glaciers. Soil substrates are usually shallow and 
patch, as well as acidic and low in nutrients. 

  There are eleven sand and gravel deposits located along the periphery of Kushog Lake, in 
particular along the eastern and northern shorelands, and within the lake proper.  These 
areas have very limited potential of being extracted. 

  Quarries in this area in operation are mining for white crushed quartz, granite and limestone 
to be used as building and landscaping stone. 

  There are at least 5 narrow areas where the distance from shore to shore is less than 60 
metres (196 feet) and therefore the 10 km/h boat speed law applies. 

  Kushog Lake is located in plant hardiness zones 4a/4b. 
  The climate is changing and this will result in shorter winters, warmer temperatures and more 

frequent and heavy storms. 

Private Land Use, Mining and Forestry 
  In 1991, the South basin of Kushog Lake was designated as a cold-water oligotrophic lake 

for which additional shoreline development would be recommended against. With the advent 
of sophisticated sewage treatment facilities, the old lakeshore capacity model is ‘out the 
window’. 

  Currently, there are 543 residential properties (the number has increased slightly over the 
years as properties were subdivided) and 7 commercial resorts on Kushog Lake. 

  There is a concentration of boats at the waterfront of three trailer parks and one resort. 

  According to association survey information permanent population on the lake has increased 
slightly since from 1989 to 2009.   A review of municipal assessment information for the 
entire lake should be done to determine the actual ratio of seasonal to permanent residential 
properties and this information should be provided to MOE for use in their lake capacity 
modeling exercise.  

  According to the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (MNDM) there are no current 
active mining claims in Stanhope Township. There is an area in Hindon Township to the west 
of Kushog Lake outside the watershed that is currently under active claims. 

  Commercial timber harvest can occur within the skyline (viewscape) of Kushog Lake and has 
the potential to impact the natural and remote aesthetics of the lake. KLPOA should 
participate in future Forest Management Planning processes to consider a Skyline Land Use 



area for forestry operations surrounding Kushog Lake to protect the remote setting of the 
lake. Involvement by the association will also help to consider the appropriate areas 
allocated for forestry operations in the 2011-2021 FMP. 

  Both the County of Haliburton and the Township of Algonquin Highlands have by-laws that 
restrict and regulates the harvesting of trees. Both by-laws apply to all private forest 
properties 10 acres and greater in area (including all logging operations occurring on private 
lands, except trees cut for strictly personal use by the landowner). 

Crown Land Use 
  There are a number of parcels of Crown land in the north and south basins of Kushog Lake, 

and 7,196 ha encompassed by the Frost Centre on St. Nora Lake and Kushog Lake north of 
Ox Narrows. 

  Permitted uses in the General Use Crown land areas around Kushog Lake include aggregate 
and peat extraction, commercial hydro power generation development, commercial timber 
harvest, commercial tourism, mineral exploration and development, road development and 
maintenance, bait and commercial fishing, commercial fur harvesting, and wild rice 
harvesting.  

  Enhanced management areas (EMA), which are intended to maintain the remote character 
of selected areas while protecting tourism and forest activities have similar permitted uses 
found in General Use Areas with the exception of stricter restrictions on road development 
and maintenance. 

  MNR’s Minden District Land Use Guidelines state that Crown lands on the shore of Kushog 
Lake will not be disposed of for the purpose of cottage lots. As well, a letter provided by Eric 
Boysen, Manager, Land Management Section, MNR (March 29, 2007) to the Federation of 
Ontario Cottagers Association confirms their position that “the Ministry will not sell vacant, 
undeveloped Crown land, where the sale of Crown land could subsequently lead to 
lakeshore capacity impacts to lake trout” and this memo notes that the moratorium on the 
sale of cottage lots dates as far back as 1983.  

  Non-Permitted Commercial, and Land and Resource Management Activities, & Recreation 
Activities and Facilities include disposition of land underlain by sand and/or gravel where it 
conflicts with the land use plan, disposition of land for new cottage lots or new hunt camps, 
and wetland development – all wetland areas will be protected and assessed for fur 
management capability. However, peat extraction (a permitted use) is an activity which 
destroys and/or alters bog and fen wetland features in perpetuity. 

  Permitted land uses are more restrictive in the Frost Centre area including Backshore and 
Shoreline use areas. 

County & Township Land Use Regulations 
  All land use planning decisions on private lands are under the authority of the local 

municipality (e.g. Township, County, District), pursuant to the Planning Act and Municipal 
Act, and Crown Land is administered by MNR, pursuant to the Public Lands Act. 

	  


